Ex-sewage plant out as site for displaced California course

SALINAS, Calif. — The ongoing saga surrounding creation of a golf course here to replace the soon-to-be shut down Sherwood Greens Golf Course has taken another twist.

If and when a replacement course is built, it won’t be at the Salinas City Sewage Treatment Plant, as planned earlier. The City Council has voted to switch the intended site from the old sewage treatment plant to a more sylvan site in the city.

The new site, however, may mean delays in getting a new course built as the terms of a lease are worked out between the city and Monterey County, which owns the proposed new site. City officials hope to begin construction on a new replacement course as soon as possible to be ready for an April 1998 opening.

Sherwood Greens Golf Course will close in the spring of 1998 and converted into playing fields and parking area as part of a sports complex to be called the Rodeo-Sherwood Regional Recreation Area.

Brauer project opens despite obstacles

BY HAL PHILLIPS

BIWABIK, Minn. — Three years ago, a turf war between bickering governmental factions nearly scuttled an 18-hole course project here in the state’s iron range region. But architect Jeff Brauer stuck to his environmental guns, patiently assuring opponents that a golf course would not tamper with the ecosystem.

Brauer’s perseverance will pay off this month when Giants Ridge Golf Club opens for play. The Arlington, Texas-based architect has made full use of a spectacular north woods setting, routing the course over and around natural boulder fields, wetlands and ancient pines. Designed with help from touring pro Lanny Wadkins, Giants Ridge stands to be Brauer’s most high-profile project to date.

“Well, it's actually the lowest profile project we've done, in terms of mound-